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TO BARTON 

A rnw days ago we had the pleasure of visiting the mills of Messrs. 
H01ymond Allen, Ld., at Cirencester, which have recently been 
:cmodelled and brought fully up to date by Mr. Louis R. Rolfe, flour 
cilliog engineer, 64, Mark Lane, London, E.C. 

Tbe mills and surroundings form as pretty a picture as anyone could 
wish to see, ar.d our illustration bears this out. The capacity 
of tha new pla ·t is eight sacks an hour, and since Mr. Rolfe 
remodelled it ! '1e trade has increased by leaps and bounds. 

Mu. RAU!OXD ALLEN. 

Entering the extensive buildings we first came to the power-house, where 
we found a high and low-pressure condensing engine makir!g 85 revolu
tions per minute under a steam pressure of 100 lbs. per square inch, the 
latter generated on a 7 ft. 6 ins. by 28-ft. boiler. Much ingenuity has 
been displayed in getting a constant supply of water, and there are 
independent pumps which can be driven by either steam, electricity, or 
by a turbine. All can be coupled up or driven singly as occasion 
requires, the whole being neat, compact, and effective. 
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interesting in the wheat-cleaning department, not only in the arrange-
Going into the we.rehouse department we noted a double intake ment of the machines tbemselvea, but in the way the wheat is treated . 

elevator with circular legs. It was running 500 ft. per minute, and bas There are things done in this and in other mills which l\Ir. Rolfe has 
a cape.city of about 100 qrs. an hour. We are well awe.re that a speed built or remodelled which are absolutely at variance with all accepted 
of 500 ft. per minute is rather unorthodox, but the extra 200 ft. is rules and theories, but as we were only shown them for our own gre.tifi
arre._nged for in ~he mode of deliv?ry at t~e bead: 'W_e are not allowed cation we must perforce restrnin our inclination to make them ~ublic. 
to give the particulars, but there 1s no mistake either m the speed or the The fine.I wheat cleaning plant in front of the first break roll consists of 
cape.city. In this building are 15 silos for storing, mixing, cleaning and magnets two cockle cylinders, an aspire.tor and a grader. 
conditioning purposes, and at the bottom of each are fixed automatic Going' into the manufacturing portion of the mill we noticed the rope 
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measurers, the total holding capacity being about 2,000 qrs. There is 
every facility for moving, mixing and blending, even to the extent of 
being able to run any kind anywhere, or sending it back to the intake 
elevator. 

This cleaning plant consists of separators, graders, cylinders for 
cockle and barley extraction, and they are in duplicate, and the grain is 
thus treated twice. Then there are barley and oat separators, aspirators, 
a washer and stoner, whizzer and dryer. There is a great deal that is 

drive and the lay shafts, together with the elevator bottoms, and in the 
floor above there a.re two lines of " Rolfe" rolls, beautiful in design, 
symmetrically arranged and working as cool as the proverbial cucumber. 
The "Rolfe" roll needs no detailed description from us. It is built 
upon highly approved principles, is self lubric11oting throughout, 
and perfectly adjustable in a.II its parts, and both l\Ir. Raymond Allen 
and Mr. Edward J. Mead, the two managing directors, speak in high 
terms of its grinding ca.pa.city. One thing, however, in connection 
therewith we may touch upon, and that is a very novel and effective feed 
device on the bran rolls. To feed bran evenly and regularly has always 
been a very difficult thing to a.ccomplieh, but in the mill we are 
describing this is being done. We cannot empbaf!ise this 
more strongly than by stating that the feed mechanism was 
adjusted when the mill was started up some six months ago, 
and has not been touched since, and we saw a thin even stream of bran 
flakes pouring over the larger front roll, and reaching to the extreme 
ends of the grinding roll proper. We may state here that detail bas 
been studied throughout, so much so that we venture the assertion that 
few mills in the kingdom require less manual labour than the one we are 
discuesing. 

Attached to the feed spouts of the ii;rinding bins is an electric alarm , 
and should the feed through any means or mishap fail, the alarm '' goes 
off." We tried it, with the result that every man in the mill was at our 
elbow within 20 seconds. We had not intended this, knowing nothing 
of the rules, but it showed us bow well the mill staff is organised . 
After each scalper the feed to the succeeding breaks is aspirated on a 
specially built machine, The break middlings and semolina are divided 
into four sizes for the purifiers proper, of which there are four of the 
double pattern. 

The "Rolfe" purifiers, while following the principle of air compression 
and expansion in the main operation, are unlike some others in that 
there is no second compression, but "' series of expansions only. The 
machines are dustless, and the walls, ceilings and floors are perfectly 
clean and free from any accumulation from cellulose particles. Beside; 
purification on the machines indicated all the principal roll feeds from 
overtails and dunst sheets are aspirated, and this puts a finishing touch 
to every product so treated. Throughout the mill there is ample break 
ing, reducing and dressing surface, and the way the work is apportioned 
reflects the highest credit upon the designn of the flow sheet, and we 
were very pleased also with the way the mills were being worked. 

In a separate building we were shown a provender milling plant, which 
consists of rolls, disintegrators, stones, and dressing reels, having a total 
capacity of seven sacks an hour, and the general run of millers he.va 
much to learn in this iespect. The time has gone by when a single 
passage of, say, barley, through a pair of stones will suffice, and Messrs. 
Raymond Allen, Ld., have found this out. We may say that we have 
never seen better made provender anywhere, and we predict a still greater 
sale for the products made by them. 

Both Mr. Raymond Allen and Mr. l\Iee.d are go-a-head business men, 
and the mills' futnre is already assured. Mr. Allen ha~ been at the Barton 
mills for many years, and knows exactly what his customers want, and, 
what is more, be sees that they get it, and he he.a united to his matured 
judgment a young. practical and up-to-date bra.in in the person of Mr 
Edward J. Mead, and together they will do themselves and the tradu 
they so worthily represent great credit. The mills are in a good district, 
and they mean to servA it well, and the fact , as already noted, that the 
trade is mounting upwards ev~ry week, corroborates what we he.ve just 
said. 

We have not the space to go further into diitail, but we oe.n assure 
readers of THE MILLER that Cirencester possesses a mill of whicll it m~y 
well be proud, and the science which is being brought to bear npon th e 
working will surely appeal to all who p:i.tronise its products. We thank 
!'fr· Allen and Mr. Mead for the privilege of inspecting their fine plant. 


